
Revision for AW Key topic 4:  

(Problems with Law and order, Sioux wars, Battle of Little Bighorn, destruction of the 

Native American way of life, Oklahoma land rush, Wounded knee massacre) 

 

Problems with Law and order  

1. Political factors  

The new mining towns which sprang up so quickly were particularly lawless in their early years.  By 1855 

there were 300,000 people in California. There was a shortage of reliable law enforcement officers and 

politicians did not think the issue was important enough to spend money on employing and training more, or 

better, officers.  

 

2. Social factors 

There were many potential sources of conflict between the different ethnic groups; blacks, Chinese, 

Europeans, Indians, Mexicans and settlers from the Eastern USA.  In 1852, a famine in China led to a huge 

increase in Chinese migrants coming to California; from 2000 in 1851 to 20,000 in 1852. After the civil war 

thousands of soldiers, confederates and unionists were demobilised. For many, readjusting to civilian life 

was difficult. Also, many people on both sides were unable or unwilling to forgive or forget what had 

happened.  

 

3. Values and attitudes 

The west was dominated by a primitive code of honour: it was your responsibility to settle things yourself. 

You had no duty to retreat in a confrontation. Since most westerners carried guns this meant an argument 

could end in a shooting. If you shot a man in self-defence, then you had not broken the law, as long as the 

other man was armed. This attitude lay behind the willingness of big businessmen, cattle barons and 

railroad owners to resort to violence. There were also prostitutes and alcohol in mining camps which led to 

drunken fights between men who had formed attachments to the same woman.  

 

4. Economic factors 

There were many potential sources of conflict between the different economic groups: between cowboys 

and townspeople, homesteaders and ranchers, miners and hunters, sheep herders and ranchers, cattle 

barons and small ranchers. Many of the thousands of disappointed prospectors who returned to San 

Francisco could not find work. This contributed to a wave of crime in 1851 as criminals would kill people, 

take their money and leave.  

 

5. Geographical factors  

The west was a vast area and transport was very slow. This made it very difficult to enforce law and order. 

Common crimes in mining and cow towns:  

            Bank robbery                   Horse stealing               Cattle rustling                   Racial Attacks            

Claim Jumping                 Trail or train robbery            Fence cutting                    Murder        

Forces of law and order 

- US Marshals 

- Town Marshals 

- Sheriffs  

- The Texas Rangers 

- The Pinkerton detective agency 

- Judges 



Famous lawbreakers and law enforcers  

There were numerous small time thieves and gangsters who lived and died violently and whose 

exploits were largely unrecorded. However, some gangs and gangsters became so notorious that 

their ‘fame’ reached the east coast of America and beyond. These included legendary figures such as 

Jesse James, Billy the Kid and Belle Star. Some law enforcers like Wyatt Earp also gained a similar 

degree of notoriety. Sometimes Vigilante groups took the law into their own hands rather than 

allowing government agent to deal with any problems. 

 

The Sioux Wars 

Negotiator - Believed that a negotiated settlement with the Indians was what was needed. 

Exterminator - Included most of the 

Homesteaders, ranchers and soldiers sent to 

protect them, wanted the Plain Indians 

exterminated. 

1st Fort Laramie Treaty 1851 

 

 

 

Neither side had any lasting success in sticking to the treaty terms. Indian bands continued to fight 

each other, which the US government saw as breaking the treaty. And white Americans did not stick 

to the Oregon Trail but trespassed into areas that Indians viewed as strictly off limits, actions that 

should have been stopped by the US army, but were not. 



 

President Grant recognised the problem and advanced a Peace Policy 1868. He wanted to: 

- Still have reservations, with government funding and training they could learn how to 

become members of American society.  

- Get rid of corrupt agents running the reservations 

- Army officers were placed in command of the surrounding areas, with the task of protecting 

the Indians from outside disruption and preventing war parties from leaving the reservation. 

- Historians argue this did lead to a reduction in the number of conflicts. However, ultimately 

this policy failed due to government corruption and economic pressures. 

The government realised the Sioux could not be defeated militarily and agreed to withdraw from the 

forts, and under the terms of the 1868 2nd Fort Laramie treaty the Great Sioux reservation was 

created. 

- No non-Indians were allowed to enter this land 

- Red Cloud agreed to this treaty 

- When the Sioux moved in they burned the forts to the ground. – Had they won? 

- Red Cloud then lived peacefully on the reservation. 

- Not all the Sioux agreed to this and left the reservation to follow more militant leaders such 

as Sitting Bull and Crazy horse. 

  



The Battle of Little Bighorn  

 



Destruction of the Native American way of life

 

 

The destruction of the buffalo on the northern plains began in 1880.  

By 1882 estimated 5000 hunters and skinners were at work 

By 1883 the northern herd was destroyed 

The buffalo were hunted for their skins and for sport. 

 

The Oklahoma land rush 

Indian Territory was divided up into different sections for different tribes and, in the middle of the 

territory, was a section that was not officially allocated to a particular tribe. White settlers had been 

trying to move into this middle section since the start of the 1880s, but the US army moved them off 

again as Indian territory was not open to white settlement. 

Then, in 1889, the US government decided to open up the middle section of Indian Territory for 

white settlement. The land was divided up by government surveyors into 160 acre sections, and it 

was announced that at 12 noon on 22 April 1889, the area would be opened for claims. Thousands 

of hopeful settlers waited on the boundary of the unopened territory and them, once a signal was 

given, everyone rushed over the boundary to reach a section and claim it as theirs. This process was 

called a land rush. 



Although the US government had always claimed to be protecting the Indian land from white 

Americans, this protection never lasted long. The pressure from white Americans for land to settle 

on was always enough for 

the government to give in 

and move the Indians 

somewhere else, until there 

was nowhere left for them 

to live as free Indians at all. 

 

Wounded Knee massacre 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Closure of the Indian Frontier – 1890 

 

In 1890, the government officially announced the end of the Permanent Indian Frontier. 
This meant that no part of America now belonged to the Indians – as far as the 
government was concerned, the entire country was now settled and civilised. “Manifest 
Destiny” was achieved. 

 


